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Abstract— A simple control strategy was
studied for harmonic disturbance rejection in
magnetic field compensation systems for low-
field magnetic resonance techniques. The strat-
egy is based on the simultaneous action of a
conventional PID and a selective harmonic-
compensation controller. The system consists
of a set of compensating coils fed by indepen-
dent current sources driven by a digital con-
troller. A series of hall magnetic sensors close
the control loop. Despite its simplicity, it is
shown that the performance of the dual con-
troller improves within the frequency range
where the waterbed effect becomes dominant,
by selectively enhancing the rejection of the
harmonic component. The proposed solution is
particularly useful for selective harmonic rejec-
tion of slowly varying frequency and amplitude
dependent harmonic perturbations. An exten-
sion to multiple-harmonic components pertur-
bations is possible.
Keywords— Automatic frequency control,
waterbed effect, harmonic rejection, periodic
control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Field-cycling nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) tech-
niques require magnetic field compensation in order to
run experiments at very low or zero-field conditions
(Anoardo and Ferrante, 2003). In NMR relaxome-
try applications, it is desirable to extend the oper-
ative magnetic field range of the hardware in order
to scan relaxation parameters up to very weak mag-
netic fields (Kimmich and Anoardo, 2004). A magnetic
field compensator is also atractive for Zero-field NMR
spectroscopy and double resonance nuclear quadrupole
spectroscopy (NQR) as well. More recently, field-
cycling magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been
performing as a new paradigm of potential massive
use in medical diagnosis (Lurie et al., 1998; Matter et
al., 2006). For all of these, a quality compensation of
the magnetic field not only demands for cancellation
of time-independent components, but also for time-
dependent and harmonic contributions arising from

the environment.

The problem is more general however. There are
many applications where the attenuation or cancela-
tion of periodic disturbances are necessary. Active
shielding (Kuriki et al., 2002; Platzek et al., 1999;
Sergeant et al., 2003; Sergeant et al., 2007; ter Brake
et al., 1993) and active noise cancellation (Kuo and
Morgan, 1999; Nelson and Elliot, 1992) are examples.
The problem of rejecting periodic disturbances with
uncertain frequency is common in mechanical and elec-
tronic systems. Different solutions were considered, as
for example, adaptive algorithms to estimate the fre-
quency and the amplitude of the disturbance in com-
bination with a phase-locked loop (Bodson and Dou-
glas, 1997) or, internal model (IM)-based adaptive al-
gorithms (Brown and Qing Zhang, 2004).

In most cases, the solution is based on controllers op-
erating in the time domain. In the case of a noise per-
turbation composed of several frequency components,
those within the bandwidth of the controller will be
attenuated, while those occurring at higher frequen-
cies will be amplified; phenomena called ”waterbed ef-
fect” (Skogestad and Postlethwaite, 2005). If these
last components can be selectively mitigated by other
means, it would be possible to extend the effective
dynamic range of the controller, while keeping the re-
quired quality of attenuation within the bandwidth of
the controller. This strategy cannot be implemented
with a conventional feedbacked controller working in
the time domain. Feedforward controllers are not sub-
jected to the waterbed effect, but can only be used for
a detailed plant estimation and a harmonic spectrum
constant in time (Akogyeram and Longman, 2001).
In this work, a controller that combines the action
of both, time and frequency domains, fixing the wa-
terbed effect problem is presented. The used frequency
domain algorithm is related to the more sophisticated
gradient algorithms (Nelson and Elliot, 1992), and also
to higher harmonic control (HHC) or Multicyclic Con-
trol (Johnson, 1982; Patt et al., 2005).

The simplification in the proposed method relays
in the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to ex-
tract the information from the measured output signal,
necessary to close the control loop using a simple PI


